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There are plenty of folks happy to tell you how to write better, just
as any doctor will tell you to “eat right and exercise.” But changing
your writing (or eating) habits only happens when you understand
why you do what you do. I can help you with that.

That proposal or email you wrote must now compete for attention
with Facebook and the Hu"ington Post. Here’s how to compete
more e"ectively, and why you’re not doing it already. (The wall
chart for these is at the bottom of the post.)

1 Write shorter.

Why it matters. Readers are impatient and will give up on your blog post, email, or document before you’ve
made your point. Every extra word makes readers antsy.

Why you write long. It’s far easier to type than to edit. So people just keep adding things.

How to fix it. Edit. Delete your “warming up” text and start with the main point. Cull extraneous detail and
repetition. Work as if each word you eventually publish or send will cost you $10. I’ve o#en had writers who
were outraged that I had redlined two-thirds of what they wrote . . . only to read the shortened doc and re-
spond “that’s so much more powerful.”

2 Shorten your sentences.

Why it matters. Long sentences make readers work too hard to figure out your meaning.
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Why your sentences are too long. New ideas keep occurring to you as you write each sentence. And you
think long sentences make you sound sophisticated.

How to fix it. Break sentences down into bite-size ideas. Then delete what you don’t need. Think Heming-
way, not Dickens.

3 Rewrite passive voice.

Why it matters. Passive voice sentences conceal who is acting and create uneasiness.

Why you write passive. Your writing teachers have trained you to write this way. Also, if you are insecure
about what you’re saying, you hide it behind passive wording.

How to fix it. Figure out who the actor in the sentence is and make it the subject. For example this Fortune
article says that “New ingredients are steadily being added to the job-matching mix.” Rewrite as “Startup
companies keep adding new job-matching techniques.”

4 Eliminate weasel words.

Why it matters. Words like “generally” and “most” make your writing sound weak and equivocal.

Why you use weasel words. You’re afraid of making a bold statement; these words give you an out. When
you don’t say anything, you can’t be wrong.

How to fix it. Delete the weasel words, then read the resulting statement. If it’s too bold, write the strongest,
clearest statement you can to take its place. (If no bold statement applies, you have nothing to say, so delete
the sentence.) For example, this Wall Street Journal native ad piece includes the sentence “Most companies
with traditional business models probably have a few radical developers on sta".” Rewrite as “Every com-
pany has a radical developer or two.”

5 Replace jargon with clarity.

Why it matters. Jargon makes your reader feel stupid. Unless they’re an insider, they can’t figure out your
meaning.

Why you use jargon. You think jargon makes you sound sophisticated. Or you’re hiding the fact that you
don’t actually understand what you’re saying.

How to fix it. Imagine you’re talking to your mom (unless your mom is an expert in your subject; if so, imag-
ine you’re talking to your high school history teacher). Explain what you mean in plain English. If using a
technical term would actually make things clearer or shorter, define it first. For example, this SAP press re-
lease includes the sentence “As the digital transformation revolution reaches maturity, companies have the
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opportunity to shi# business models within their industry disruptively to create new sources of defensible
competitive advantage.” Rewrite as “New technology creates new ways to do business.”

6 Cite numbers effectively.

Why it matters. Used properly, statistics can back up your point.

Why you use numbers the wrong way. You think a number — any number — adds credibility. But they’re so
easy to misuse.

How to fix it. When citing a statistic, include the context (compared to what?). And statistics shorn of sources
are meaningless; “It is estimated that” might as well say “I made this number up.” Here’s a proper way to use
a statistic: “Forrester Research estimates that by 2017, 2.4 billion people will own smartphones, or around
one third of the world’s population.”

7 Use “I,” “we,” and “you.”

Why it matters. Taken together, these pronouns create a relationship between the writer (“I”), his organiza-
tion (“we”), and the reader (“you.”)

Why you don’t use these pronouns. It’s scary to talk directly to reader. It sounds informal.

How to fix it. Imagine the reader. Then rewrite using the word “you.” For example, rewrite the Fenway Park
rule “No bag or item larger than 16″x16″x8″ will be permitted inside the Park,” as “Security sta" won’t let
you in the park if your bag is too big.”

8 Move key insights up.

Why it matters. You only have a few sentences to get the reader’s attention. If you boldly state your key point
at or near the top, they’ll stick around to see if you can prove it.

Why your insights are buried. We were all taught to write deductively: first this, then that, then this, there-
fore conclusion. Also, you’re afraid of scaring people away with a bold opening statement.

How to fix it. Force yourself to start with a bold statement. If you just can’t get in this habit, write whatever
you need to warm up to stating your thesis, then delete the warmup. Once you’ve finished the piece and real-
ize what you really meant to say, rewrite the bold statement. Each time you rewrite, rewrite the opener.

9 Cite examples.

Why it matters. Text without examples is dull and not credible. Text with examples comes alive.
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Why you lack examples. Examples come from research, which is work. They make you pause and think as
you’re writing, which slows you down.

How to fix it. For a piece of any length, plan to spend half the writing time doing research first. If you can’t
get an actual example, use a hypothetical. If possible, cite a person who did something, not just a company.

10 Give us some signposts.

Why it matters. If you’re writing anything longer than a page, people want to know what they’re in for.

Why you lack signposts. You’re afraid of sounding pedantic. Worse yet, if your writing isn’t well-organized,
then you can’t explain the structure.

How to fix it. A#er you’ve stated your main thesis, write this: “Here’s how I’ll explain this.” Then include a few
short sentences or a numbered list. It’s that easy!

Like these tips? Buy the book!
Taking pre-orders now.
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For more insights like this, Follow me on twitter, read the posts below, or scroll down to sign up for daily writ-
ing tips with extra snark.

10 tips on how to write shorter
11 key planning tips and the psychology behind them
5 ways that powerful writing helps your career
How to write boldly when you are afraid
The 4 questions to ask before you write anything
The Iron Imperative: Your reader’s time is more valuable than yours
Can academics embrace my writing tips?
Where bullshit comes from: an analysis
Dealing with management bullshit: a parable
Resisting groupthink: a parable
What it felt like when this post got 200,000 views
How I can help you create powerful messages.

Here’s a wall chart for you. Print it out and hang it by the place where you write. Thanks to Jeremiah Owyang for
suggesting this post.
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Share this:

I publish a blog post this interesting every single weekday. Sign up. It's
worth it, really.

Email Address

Subscribe

225 thoughts on “10 top writing tips and the
psychology behind them”
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Eric Savitz

This is genius. Thanks for spreading the good word.

May 4, 2015 at 11:03 am

Druid

Rewrite as: ‘Thanks’.

May 6, 2015 at 5:26 pm

November 20, 2015 at 12:36 am
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cank

Rewrite as : “Ta”.

:p

michell
delos santos

Thanks

November 19, 2015 at 5:46 am

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind t...

Brian
Caulfield

This is great. I’d carve it in stone and place this on the side of Highway 101 if I could
carve and could a"ord a big enough stone. Printing this out and pinning it to my cube
wall instead.

May 4, 2015 at 1:24 pm

Bruce

This is great, I’m pinning it to my cube wall.

May 13, 2015 at 11:48 pm

shonangreg

Bruce, in your zeal to teach Brian a lesson, you spliced with a comma.

June 11, 2015 at 7:47 am

May 4, 2015 at 2:13 pm
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John
Starosta

Love this!

Tim
Hemingway was the undisputed KING of the run-on sentence. Your example was
misplaced. Go read, “The Sun Also Rises” and check back.

May 4, 2015 at 6:24 pm

Josh
Berno"

Point taken, Tim.

May 4, 2015 at 7:04 pm

Amy
Patterson

I may be biased, but I think Austen. Talk about economy – every word carefully
chosen, and put exactly where needed. Although 200 years later, readers see
her language as full of the “jargon” of antiquated formality.

May 4, 2015 at 9:59 pm

Kevin
Stevens

Hemingway was the king of the run-on sentence? You must be referring to some
other Hemingway, because it’s not Ernest.

May 6, 2015 at 10:42 am

mark

agreed.

November 12, 2015 at 7:34 pm
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Michelle

Brilliant.

The End

May 4, 2015 at 8:28 pm

Sharon

Great tips to keep in mind when writing!

May 4, 2015 at 9:46 pm

Dana

Excellent. Hemingway is smiling.

May 5, 2015 at 9:56 am

Dana

And to Tim, Hemingway’s style is real. Maybe not as pervasive as some think, but
real.

“A doctor came in followed by a nurse. He held something in his two hands that
looked like a freshly skinned rabbit and hurried across the corridor with it and in
through another door. I went down to the door he had gone into and found them
in the room doing things to a new-born child. The doctor held him up for me to
see. He held him by the heels and slapped him.”

May 5, 2015 at 10:00 am

L Ward

And Dickens is laughing : ) Great advice for commercial writing, not so much for
novels- as the novels of today need more romance and vocabulary. When your
piers insist you shouldn’t use “big” words because the readership won’t
understand them, it’s time to use many, many more! (I’d give examples, but that

May 7, 2015 at 6:19 pm
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would lengthen my response : )

Josh
Berno"

I don’t write advice for fiction writers. Their job is to entertain; my readers’ job
is to persuade or inform. That said, there are principles that apply across both
domains . . .

May 7, 2015 at 7:25 pm

Charlie

These are good tips for all writers. Fiction or not, the best writing is
e"ortless to read.

November 8, 2015 at 10:08 pm

Lynn

This is where I think things get lost. I work with a lot of fiction writers these
days, and so many of them are trying to “romance” the language, to the point
where it’s ridiculous.
The point here is valid for fiction and non-fiction alike. If you’re writing for
entertainment purposes, if you’re trying to engage a reader, you have to know
your ability and your projected audience. Now, some people are able to write
literature that will land itself in collegiate curriculum… But the percentage of
authors that are capable of e"ectively using vocabulary and nuanced language
on such a level is rather low, comparatively.

As an editor, I advise my clients, use the language and vocabulary that is
natural to you. Don’t reach and insist yourself into words and phrasing that
doesn’t actually work for you under the guise of trying to be artistic. Your
readers are far more likely to connect with simple and beautiful language, than
something you pulled out trying to sound impressive.

May 13, 2015 at 6:25 am

Yes, this comment is spot-on. It’s really obvious when a writer uses “big”

May 17, 2015 at 12:17 pm
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KC words for their own sake. No matter what style of writing, you should use
the word that best conveys what you’re trying to say, and you make that
decision based on the rhetorical situation (purpose, audience, genre, etc.)

KC

Actually, this is pretty good advice for fiction writers too. Economy of language
is very important in fiction. Florid, bloated language does not make for a good
reading experience. I have read thousands of story submissions as an editor of
literary magazines and contests, most of which I rejected on the grounds that
the writer did not get to the point.

May 17, 2015 at 12:11 pm

David Lloyd

When my “piers” insist anything, I’m checking myself into an asylum…

November 15, 2015 at 9:41 am

srgntpepper

piers? peers?

January 13, 2016 at 10:34 pm

Roger
Savage

That’s funny!! Never heard any “piers” talking before.

May 5, 2016 at 6:50 pm

Pingback: 10 astuces pour mieux rédiger vos articles — 10 top #writing tips and the psychology behind them |
yvan daneault
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Dorothy
Pomerantz

One you forgot — one space between periods and the next sentence, never two.

May 5, 2015 at 11:20 pm

Reuven
Cohen
(Network
World)

Great post!

May 5, 2015 at 11:29 pm

Earth Rod

Start a sentence with ‘And’ to make yourself look really punchy?

May 6, 2015 at 8:41 am

Josh
Berno"

So far as I’m concerned, that’s a legit way to write. Read any business book.

May 6, 2015 at 9:02 am

Lynn

It’s not even specific to business writing. The general consensus in grammar
realms these days is that there’s nothing essentially wrong with conjunctions
as sentence starters.

May 13, 2015 at 6:29 am
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Colleen

General consensus – by whom?

November 12, 2015 at 3:41 pm

Colleen

Checking all editorial style guides. Thus far no consensus.

November 12, 2015 at 3:45 pm

Josh
Berno"

Check William Zinsser, “On Writing Well.” Or Steven Pinker, “The Sense
of Style,” p. 205, “There is nothing wrong with starting a sentence with a
coordinator.” His coordinators include and, because, but, or, so, also.

Pinker is the chair of the usage panel of the American Heritage
Dictionary. That’s good enough for me.

See this as well: http://www.quickanddirtytips.com/education
/grammar/can-i-start-a-sentence-with-a-conjunction

November 12, 2015 at 5:16 pm

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them – without bullshit | Jerz's Literacy Weblog

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them | Jerz's Literacy Weblog
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Donald
Summers

Strunk & White would be proud.

May 6, 2015 at 11:44 am

Todd

Rule 17!

November 16, 2015 at 12:29 am

Barbara
Saunders

It depends what you’re writing. A novel? A poem? A technical manual? Investigative
journalism?

May 6, 2015 at 12:12 pm

Josh
Berno"

I’m writing about non-fiction that’s designed to persuade or inform, not just
entertain. That includes tech manuals and investigative journalism, but not poems
and novels.

May 6, 2015 at 3:44 pm

Colleen

You rock!

November 12, 2015 at 3:45 pm

May 13, 2015 at 6:31 am
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Lynn
Obviously some of these rules don’t apply to fiction and poetry writing. However,
many of them are just as poignant, regardless of the genre.

Josh
Berno"

My advice is intended for non-fiction writers only. Fiction writers are liars by
definition; bullshit does not apply.

May 13, 2015 at 8:11 am

Lynn

It may be intended only for non-fiction writers, but it doesn’t make the
advice completely non-applicable to fiction writers. I’ll agree that fiction is
a little more flexible, though. With fiction writing, the question becomes, is
this artistically or stylistically relevant, or is it just shite writing?

My point was mostly to say that, you shouldn’t dismiss it at face-value
simply because of the intention. Musing on it doesn’t hurt.

May 13, 2015 at 10:06 am

Josh
Berno"

Fiction writers are welcome to take any of my advice at their own risk.

May 13, 2015 at 10:09 am

bruce

Fiction writers create worlds that must have internal consistency. If they lie,
that fictional world crumbles. If they try to use bullshit, their reader will
turn away in disgust – nobody likes a made-up world that doesn’t make
sense.

On the other hand, if you’re writing a “non-fiction” book, you’re readers are
already predisposed to believe everything you say. Even if it’s an outlandish

November 10, 2015 at 7:26 pm
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fabrication, just make up some statistics or studies that seems to prove
what you’re saying, and your readers will eat it up.

In short – truth is important in fiction. Bullshit lives in the world of
non-fiction.

Josh
Berno"

Interesting point. I’d like to get as much bullshit out of the nonfiction
world as I can.

November 11, 2015 at 9:01 am

AnMaKe

You obviously haven’t read James Joyce or the poetry of Ogden Nash

November 12, 2015 at 8:54 pm

Mike
Pomatto

True. History should never include first or second person.

May 4, 2016 at 10:20 am

Jennifer

Great tips. Thanks.

May 6, 2015 at 12:55 pm

nailed it.

May 6, 2015 at 1:51 pm
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Kimberly

Anemone
Lost

Pinned! Thanks for this really useful breakdown 

May 6, 2015 at 8:01 pm

Gary

The author would have Shakespeare rewrite, “To be, or not to be. That is the
question.” The “improved” version would make the same query, but thus: “Be?”

May 6, 2015 at 9:51 pm

Carlton
Collins

I disagree with number 4; absolute statements ALWAYS alienate readers because they
can come up with exceptions to your emphatic statements (Do you see what I did
there?)

May 6, 2015 at 11:40 pm

Todd
Gillette

That was my reaction too.

Better suggestion for the audience: “Eliminate all weasel words that aren’t
necessary. Better yet, reword your sentence or paragraph so that you get across
the point without needing to use them.” Now I need an example, but I’m too lazy

Bold statements are great, but if they don’t apply across the board then why
proclaim that they do?

May 19, 2015 at 3:51 pm

May 19, 2015 at 3:52 pm
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Todd
Gillette

And I should add, other than that minor point, I agree that this article is
excellent. While I’ve known these tips, the article and chart are great for
reinforcing the practices.

Josh

When I first entered the business world I wondered why some people on my team
routinely got what they wanted from my manager while others didn’t. I knew he was a
very impartial guy so I really questioned it. I realized quickly that my problem was that
my emails were too wordy, my main points were buried, and I used weasely language
to ask for what I really wanted because I was afraid of rejection.

This would have saved me a lot of time & e"ort of figuring all that out on my own! Glad
to have it so I can pass it on to others now. Thank you!

May 7, 2015 at 12:48 am

americanist

“Write in the passive voice” said no writing teacher, ever. It stumps me why you’d think
that for even a second.

May 7, 2015 at 1:32 am

Josh
Berno"

Writing teachers may not say to write in the passive voice, but they and their
students do it all the time without thinking.

May 7, 2015 at 9:37 am

Bastion

The disdain of passive voice is puzzling to me. It conflicts with the short-
and-sweet mantra; you find writers needlessly transmuting fine statements like
“Steve was astounded.” to “A wave of astonishment hit Steve, his emotions a
tsunami of — ” and so on.

That’s probably something which falls under the rule of foolish consistency,

May 7, 2015 at 9:53 am
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and I’m invoking hyperbole, but I think the point is clear.

Josh
Berno"

I have a real and powerful reason to disdain the passive voice: people use it
to hide the truth. If you don’t know who’s acting, you don’t know the truth.

“Steve was astounded” is not passive voice, because “astounded” is an
adjective. If you said “Steve was fired,” that’s passive voice, and begs the
question of who fired him. “The first sentence hides nothing; the second
hides the person who performed the action.

The other challenge with passive voice is it gives the reader and uneasy
feeling that stu" is happening without knowing why or how or who. You are
le# not knowing what to do about what you read. And that’s a key marker
of failed writing.

May 7, 2015 at 10:06 am

Bastion

I don’t want to seem overly concerned about this, but I just don’t buy
this as a rule because there will always be times when the object is
stressed rathet than the action. “The beverage was chilled before
serving.” or “My dad was killed in the war.” Attempts to fenagle these
sentences just leave the text reading like it was edited by Yoda. Stand
for it, I won’t! 

May 7, 2015 at 3:25 pm

Josh
Berno"

There are certainly situations where the passive voice makes sense.
Maybe 5% of what people write in passive, should stay passive.

I’m trying to raise awareness. Most passive voice is unconscious, poor
communication. If every time a person wrote a passive sentence, they
asked themselves “would this be better if I wrote about the actor as the
subject?”, then the writing would be far better (and they could leave the
5% unchanged).

May 7, 2015 at 3:35 pm
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And frankly, “The waiter chilled the beverage before serving.” and “The
Nazis killed my father” might be better sentences, depending on the
context.

TM

I was forbidden by a college English professor from writing in the passive
voice for a whole semester. She just wanted me to be conscious of when I
used it. I write for nonprofits now, and we fall into weak language and
passive voice too o#en, watering down our message, so I get why this
matters.

May 18, 2015 at 9:15 pm

Josh
Berno"

Can’t help pointing out that the first sentence of your comment is in the
passive voice.

May 19, 2015 at 6:59 am

Jason

Evidence for this claim?

May 7, 2015 at 8:50 pm

Josh
Berno"

40 years of writing experience.

May 8, 2015 at 7:31 am

Pingback: 10 Top Writing Tips & the Psychology Behind Them | Patricia S. Shepard
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Kathryn

Well done. Thank-you for the handy reminder chart, Kat

May 7, 2015 at 10:45 am

Julia Fischer

Love this. I coach doctoral students working on large research papers and
dissertations. Your list – and the handy graph – is a Godsend. However, #7 – “use ‘I,’
‘we,’ and ‘you'” – is a no-no in my world. Is there a place for #7 in scholarly writing?

May 7, 2015 at 1:29 pm

Josh
Berno"

See the comment on this thread from my friend Len Burman, the economist.
Things are easing up. For now, though, scholarly writing tends not to use “I” or
“you” and as a result, it’s stilted. I did a post specifically on academic writing here:
http://withoutbullshit.com/blog/can-academia-be-saved-from-bullshit/

May 7, 2015 at 1:47 pm

Julia Fischer

Thanks for you reply, and the link to your other post. Great discussion!

May 7, 2015 at 2:33 pm

Jason

I’m a college writing instructor; I agree almost entirely with this list. My only
quibble is that you might want to consider audience and context. This writing
advice is perfect for the business world, and for internet writing.

Most of your advice is applicable to academic writing, too. However, that
audience will demand some exceptions. For example, the trend in academic
writing is to embrace “I” — but not in “I think” constructions. And “you”
remains universally troublesome among academic audiences.

May 7, 2015 at 9:00 pm
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The unwritten rule beneath all these rules should be “know your audience.”
That will tell you when to fight battles like “you/we/I,” and when not to.

Amie

Excellent point! One of the reasons that the “I think” construction is
problematic for academic audiences is that it functions as a “weasel word”
to an audience expecting a direct claim, rather than an opinion. Know Thy
Audience, should be the golden rule in any writing. Communication, in
whatever form, should consider both the communicator and the recipient
of the message.

May 14, 2015 at 3:56 pm

Josh
Berno"

There are times to use “I,” but “I think” rarely adds much.

May 14, 2015 at 5:39 pm

Joan S

#8, inductive: http://www.livescience.com/21569-deduction-
vs-induction.html

November 10, 2015 at 9:50 am

Julian

Drop ‘weasel’ words and make bold statements? Or are they broad assumptions? How
do you know that every company has at least one or two radical developers? Well, as
long as you have the facts to back up those bold statements.

May 7, 2015 at 2:52 pm

Pingback: Write Shorter – Live & Learn
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Pingback: Thursday Links because Thursdays Louis CK is on at 10 and that makes Thursday cool right now |
This is Happening

mario

I am a community college writing teacher. Like most of my colleagues, I have never
taught students to use passive voice (unless the doer of the action is unimportant: “My
house was painted today.”) I agree with most of these suggestions except for using
“you.” It should be reserved for how-to pieces. Thanks for the post-

May 8, 2015 at 1:38 am

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind t...

Pingback: Friday Link Pack » We Love Brisbane – Graphic Design

John

Brilliant, thanks.
One suggestion – in 9 Cite Examples, you say:
“How to fix it. For a piece of any length, plan to spend half the writing time doing
research first.”
I always recommend that students start writing first – you don’t really know what to
research until you have started writing. The old ‘research first/write up later’ scheme is
a recipe for wasting the first half of the time.
For your purposes I’d just ditch the over-determined direction ‘first’ and let them
decide what’s the best time for them to research.

May 8, 2015 at 6:05 am

Josh

I see your point. Writing = thinking. But if we do it your way, the writers must be
prepared to throw out everything they wrote to warm up.

May 8, 2015 at 7:27 am
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Berno"

Harry Smith
III

I find it productive to write a short piece (1/2-1 page) to get a grasp on what you
already know and what you seek to know. Little of the text will make it to the
final dra#, but the pre-writing won’t waste too much time. It may give the
writer a way to clear his head before delving into research.

But if I have more time, I try to do all the research first. Researching, along with
casual pondering, can lead to great, surprising ideas. But these ideas are o#en
found at unexpected times (like while showering). If I have a long time to write
a piece, I find it more helpful to explore a general topic than to aim towards
something specific.

Basically, I write first when I am short on time, but I research first when I have
longer.

June 18, 2015 at 1:40 pm

Pingback: Friday Link Pack | Design That Sticks

Gene

I agree with #7 but not the example: citing the exact dimensions is helpful because
“too large” is vague. The link’s rewrite is better but if they say “Security Sta"” then
only “Security Sta"” can reject or remove people; not ushers, section supervisors, or
other sta".

May 8, 2015 at 9:36 am

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them – without bullshit | urban philosopher

Pingback: Reading challenge | Pearltrees
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Pingback: Writing | Pearltrees

Pingback: Writing | Pearltrees

Kurt
Rachwitz

Yes to all but 2. The Hemingway advice is good, but he wrote sentences averaging 28
words (Francis Christensen did the study back in the 60s). That means for every
three-word sentence he wrote, he also wrote a 53-word sentence. It’s not how many
words the sentence has; it’s how they’re put together. The only other advice I give is:
start your sentences with the subject followed immediately by the main verb, then
add your modifying information a#erwards. This gives your reader immediate context
for all the refining, more specific information. It’s called backward modification, and it
works.

May 10, 2015 at 11:14 am

leigh ann
dickey

I recently visited Seth Godin’s blog and his writing style is genius. Brief. Short. To the
point. Made me want to read his entire blog in one sitting!

May 10, 2015 at 9:30 pm

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind t...

Pingback: 8 Life Lessons Gleaned From The Internet | Molly Greene: Writer

Good stu". These tips can’t be repeated too o#en.

May 11, 2015 at 5:01 pm
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Tom
Kieliszewski

Pingback: Common writing mistakes and why we make them by @jberno" | Shelf Wisdom

Timo
Fischer

Point 1 is Funny because when I first started everybody told me I should write longer
articles, but you are right readers became more and more impatient so I guess it’s
good to keep it short. Thanks for sharing !

May 12, 2015 at 10:27 am

Christopher

“Forrester Research estimates that by 2017, 2.4 billion people will own smartphones,
or around one third of the world’s population.” This makes it sound as if 2.4 billion
people will own one third of the world’s population. While most people will infer what
you meant anyway, I would prefer that the sentence be constructed properly.

May 12, 2015 at 12:05 pm

Josh
Berno"

Fair point.

May 12, 2015 at 2:26 pm

Cecile Grace
Matulac

For a struggling writer like me, this article and the discussions about it are so helpful
and enlightening. Indeed, non fiction writing should always be clear, concise,
convincing, coherent, and complete. Thank you, Josh Berno".

May 12, 2015 at 11:59 pm
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Pingback: 10 Tips On How To Write Better And The Reasons Why They Work | A multi-disciplined Graphic
Designer and Art Director based in Bristol with a passion for technology and digital design

Pingback: 10 Tips On How To Write Better And The Reasons Why They Work - Kreative Feed

Furkan

If you enjoyed this article and want a deeper look on writing well, you can read the
book “On Writing Well” by William Zinsser.

May 13, 2015 at 10:38 am

Pingback: Digital Literacy by @ericschwartzman » Blog Archive What's Next for Former Forrester Analyst Josh
Berno"? » Digital Literacy by @ericschwartzman

Ian Wardell

This advice will depend on what you’re writing. I doubt that the author has ever tried
conveying philosophical ideas!

If you’re trying to convey certain ideas, it is not a good idea to make it short. You have
to lead them by the hand. Even then they inevitably fail to understand. Of course they
might not be reading it because it is too long. But making it shorter will definitely not
facilitate understanding.

Short sentences are a good idea. As is avoiding Jargon.

May 13, 2015 at 2:00 pm

Josh
Berno"

Sorry, I still believe shorter is always better.

May 13, 2015 at 2:38 pm
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Ian Wardell

That’s just silly. No one would ever read any non-fictional books if that were so.
Reading the synopsis would do!

May 14, 2015 at 7:45 am

Gabriel Disi

Very insightful rules for budding and established writers. I would like to know how
best to go about researching on and for a topic as I sometimes finds phase
overwhelming.
Thanks

May 13, 2015 at 4:06 pm

Chris

Josh,

Excellent article. I enjoyed your writing while you were with Forrester. I feel most
people enjoy rambling away, in person or on paper, which leads to poor writing. Again,
well done!

May 13, 2015 at 6:12 pm

Mike

Excellent list, full of great advice.

(although, ironically, #9 “Use examples” is one of the only points where you don’t then
give an example!)

May 14, 2015 at 7:19 am

Atredies83

These are all pretty good, except for 3, 4 and 5.

3 Rewrite passive voice. – Not always. Passive voice has its uses, such as when the
person performing the action is unknown, or when so#ening the impact of your words
is actually desirable.

May 15, 2015 at 12:10 am
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4 Eliminate weasel words. – Reduce perhaps, but don’t eliminate. The world is not a
simple place. Going around making unqualified generalisations can make you seem
ignorant and over-confident. It will also get people thinking about exceptions to your
rule rather than the general rule itself. Intelligent and educated people are naturally
wary of anyone making sweeping statements.
5 Replace jargon with clarity. – This depends on your audience of course. If you are
writing for a specific field, using universally understood jargon will require far fewer
words than explaining everything so you mum can understand it.

Josh
Berno"

People commit sins in the name of the exceptions you cite. I am trying to save their
souls.

May 15, 2015 at 8:33 am

Pingback: Design Taxi: 10 Tips On How To Write Better And The Reasons Why They WorkOmaha, Nebraska
Advertising Agency | Omaha, Nebraska Advertising Agency | Omaha Marketing and Omaha Advertising
Agency | Brand Development and Logo Design | Website Design | Graphic

Pingback: gathering good :: 15 may 15

Pingback: Writing | Pearltrees

Pingback: Memorial Day Weekend: Day to Night | Cedar & Rush

Pingback: Ten Tips to Better Writing | EBM Gazette
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Pingback: Jargon a talking killer - Clarity in Communication - SparkyResource -

Pingback: How to engage today’s digitally distracted readers : The Buzz Bin

Pingback: Humanities vs Science. 1. Literature & Language – Ecology is not a dirty word

Pingback: 3 Email Rule, Calendly, Air Filtering Plants, Lounge Buddy & 100 Days | THE KELLY CHRONICLES

Pingback: Top 10 Writing Tips and the Psychology Behind It | MJ's Marvelous Book Blog

Stan Dubin

Got here by way of Jay Bauer. Your advice impinges like one’s first pu" on a Kool non
filter.

One comment on the above. You mention:

“Most companies with traditional business models probably have a few radical
developers on sta".” Rewrite as “Every company has a radical developer or two.”

The rewrite seems to go too far.

I understand that “most” is a weasle word, but if the facts only support “most”
companies “probably have” a radical developer or two — then it’s not “every”
company “has” a radical developer or two.

Willing to compromise that “most” is o#en a weasle word but sometimes just states
the case?

June 5, 2015 at 12:08 pm
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Josh
Berno"

There’s always a way to eliminate the weasel word. If it’s not all companies, say
something like “At any company that’s not completely locked down” or “At every
company I’ve ever encountered.” The minute you say “most” the sentence
becomes meaningless.

June 5, 2015 at 12:17 pm

Stan Dubin

Deal.

June 5, 2015 at 12:24 pm

Ron

“If it’s not all companies, say something like ‘At any company that’s not
completely locked down'”

Sure, but then you’re just sacrificing your brevity rule; you just replaced one
word with six.

“The minute you say ‘most’ the sentence becomes meaningless.”

I do not think “meaningless” means what you think it means. /Inigo 

April 5, 2016 at 2:13 am

Pingback: Member Update: Using a Short List - Wealthy Web Writer

Pingback: Writers' Tools | Pearltrees

Pingback: This Week in Digital – May 17, 2015 | Select-Pedia.com
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Pingback: Replacement | Pearltrees

Pingback: Writing stu" | Pearltrees

Pingback: Talking Content Marketing - With Josh Berno"

writing tips

Very enlightening facts, yet in writing there are certain things to be considered like
avoiding unique uncommon words and use simple plain words instead. Readers don’t
want to spend their entire time relying on dictionary.

June 23, 2015 at 12:33 am

Pingback: Editor’s Corner: Writing Tips | Editor's Corner

Pingback: Top 10 psychological writing tips

Pingback: Editor’s Corner: Writing Tip #7 | Editor's Corner

Pingback: How to Maintain Your Sanity While Unemployed (Suggestion 4) | twodogsandabike

Pingback: Tips for Aspiring Writers | Strauss Consultants, Inc.
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Pingback: Writing Tip of the Week: Cut the Crap | This Stage of Life

Peter Wise

Great stu". My college freshman ask me for my best writing tips. I passed on my best
writing advice. But I also sent him a link to this site.

September 1, 2015 at 2:14 pm

Pingback: On Reading and Writing | Com, Whatever

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them | math38wan

Pingback: Writing Tip Of The Day #3 | WriteForWrite

Pingback: The Art And Science Of Planning | Thursday Night Entertainment

Vergiely
Cubol

I agree. Samples do make it more credible. Great post!

October 31, 2015 at 9:18 pm

Adele

Not bad, but, “New ingredients are steadily being added to the job-matching mix.”
Rewrite as “Startup companies keep adding new job-matching techniques.” Both are

November 7, 2015 at 9:55 pm
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gobbled-gook, “Recruiters look for new skills” is simpler and tells the story.
And 5, you wrote, “New technology creates new ways to do business.” Really? ‘New’
twice in the same sentence? Dreadful writing, perhaps try, “Business innovation
thrives with new technology.” Still not exciting but better.
I clicked because I was interested in the table, but the content dissuaded me. I would,
however, like to read more, if its clear and less self-important.

Josh

You misspelled “it’s”

November 8, 2015 at 7:46 am

Geo"rey

And using commas when full stops should be used. Or periods as they say in North
America.

April 19, 2016 at 6:39 am

James

I’m not sure why 2.4 billion people will own either smartphones or a third of the
world’s population. Is Samsung invading the Confederacy?

November 9, 2015 at 11:12 am

Laura

My thoughts too!

November 14, 2015 at 5:09 pm
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Deniell

I’m going to my English teacher with this gold. This is brilliant.

November 9, 2015 at 8:59 pm

Wulan

Thanks for the writing tips. They’re very useful

November 9, 2015 at 10:32 pm

Michele
Engel

So VERY glad you included in your list the need to back up statistics with context and
sources. A lot of journalists and other writers are sloppy about that, if not intentionally
misleading.

November 10, 2015 at 2:30 am

Simon
Ellinas

One extra tip: Overuse of the ‘I’ pronoun can look extremely egotistical and needs to
be used sparingly only when it is valid.

November 10, 2015 at 5:53 am

Mihir Naik

These are wonderful tips. I agree that I am committing few of the mistakes.

But I have on query. For SEO we need to write detailed and long article, but for readers
we need to make it crisp and shorter.

What shall we do? Shall we create lengthy and detailed articles or write shorter
articles for readers?

November 10, 2015 at 2:29 pm
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Josh Berno"

Write shorter. SEO that sucks people into reading something long and boring is not
doing you any good.

November 10, 2015 at 3:09 pm

Pingback: 10 Tips Plus Psychology | J. Giambrone

Pingback: Ten Writing Tips | Heh. Indeed.

Alex H.

I like most of this advice, but I have a huge problem with number 4. The trouble with
eliminating what you term “weasel words” is that it’s an excellent way to convert a
true, or at least defensible, statistical statement into a categorical statement that can
be proven false by the identification of a single counterexample. To advocate in favor
of the tragic cognitive error of categorical thinking in a probabilistic world is an awfully
ironic position to take on a blog with the title “Without Bullshit.”

November 10, 2015 at 5:21 pm

Greg
Carman

I think using “I think” reminds the writer that most of what he or she thinks are facts
are actually opinions.

November 10, 2015 at 7:06 pm

Sara Austin

just the best info about creating powerful writing ever.

read Bird by Bird from Anne Lamott
read Zen of Writing by Ray Bradbury

November 11, 2015 at 2:06 am
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read On Writing by Stephen King
ALL WONDERFUL inspiring books to read over and over

but, THIS COOL ARTICLE rules
most useful info I’ve read all in one place
succinct and RIGHT ON
thanks for this
want to create big walls of cardboard for this
write the info with a HUGE FAT BLACK MARKER ALL OVER THE CARDBOARD.
movable walls to take with me to EVERY ROOM IN MY ENTIRE HOUSE.

THANKS A MILLION
SARA LULU

Josh
Berno"

Gee, thanks.

November 11, 2015 at 9:01 am

Graham
Phoenix

It would be more e"ective if you used correct grammar and showed that you could
write. “Write shorter” and “Write passive” are incorrect.

November 11, 2015 at 5:11 am

Josh
Berno"

I guess you think this post smells terribly and that makes me feel badly.

Look, as far as adverbs and adjectives are concerned, things aren’t always as they
seem. See pages 201-203 of Steven Pinker’s excellent book “The Sense of Style.”
The verb “write”, like “think” can take an adjectival complement which refers to
the nature of the writing. “Write slow” is wrong, since it describes the act of
writing, not what’s written. But “write passive” and “write short” refer to what’s
written, not how it is written.

November 11, 2015 at 9:12 am
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That’s why Apple can tell you to “Think Di"erent.” That may grate on your ears, but
Pinker says it’s correct (and not the same as “Think Di"erently”).

See also Roy Peter Clark’s excellent book “How to Write Short.”

amy

Best ever. Thanks!

November 11, 2015 at 12:15 pm

Terry

I agree. Dickens was a terrible, highly unsuccessful writer. Nobody wanted to read his
work because it had too many words. He hardly sold any books at all and is totally
forgotten today.

November 11, 2015 at 9:55 pm

Tom
Hocknell

An there are some tips on How to Finish a Novel – writing one, not reading one. The
latter is easier, unless it’s Wolf Hall.

https://tomhocknell.wordpress.com/2015/10/12/the-end-of-writing-finishing-
a-novel/

November 12, 2015 at 4:24 am

Josh
Berno"

I don’t think Dickens is much of a model for business writers of 2015.

November 12, 2015 at 8:55 am

November 12, 2015 at 10:45 am
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Josh
Goodswen

Couldn’t finish reading dictatorial bullshit.

Beth Werrell

I am a professional advertising/marketing copywriter, and I think I love you! Where
have you been hiding from me all these years? I’m giving a presentation next week on
my company’s marketing messages and will be covering this exact topic–and making
many of the same points. Nice to discover a “kindred spirit.”

November 12, 2015 at 5:00 pm

Josh
Berno"

Gee, Beth, that’s very nice to hear, but I’m actually married.

If you can stand a whole book on the subject, mine will be out next fall.

November 12, 2015 at 5:17 pm

Oliver
Bonten

Very good and valid points. I would add nr. 11: when you’re writing for an international
audience, keep your vocabulary and grammar in check. Imagine your reader is an
aircra# mechanic in China, Africa, Brazil or somewhere else, and your survival
depends on this person really getting what you mean!

November 13, 2015 at 6:27 am

Pingback: Links to be reading | Teaching the Teacher

Anne E

Congratulations – you’ve just okayed sentence fragments (Break sentences down into
bite-size ideas. Then delete what you don’t need).

November 13, 2015 at 9:37 am
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Josh
Berno"

I’m not sure how you got from “Write shorter sentences” to “Write sentence
fragments.” That certainly wasn’t the advice I intended to give.

November 13, 2015 at 9:51 am

Anne E

“Then delete what you don’t need” is a sentence fragment. It’s a subordinate
clause that depends on “Break sentences down into bite-size ideas” (as
indicated by “Then”) to make sense. If you were to read it on its own, it would
be vague.

November 13, 2015 at 3:44 pm

Josh
Berno"

Really? So you wouldn’t buy a cookbook that said: “Add the sugar. Then
add the flour.”

This blog isn’t for pedants. Move along.

November 13, 2015 at 4:08 pm

Anne E

You say pedantic, I say smarter than you. Bye.

November 13, 2015 at 4:26 pm

Ron

“‘Then delete what you don’t need’ is a sentence fragment.”

It isn’t, in fact. Your sin here is not being pedantic, but being wrong.

“If you were to read it on its own, it would be vague.”

April 5, 2016 at 2:08 am
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That’s nice, but being “vague” is not what makes a clause dependent or
not. Otherwise the second sentence here would be a fragment: “John is tall.
He is also handsome.” If read on its own, it would be vague, because we
don’t know who “he” refers to.

lol @ “smarter than you.”

Carolin

Great tips! I would add “define your acronyms”. Especially if you intend to reach
audiences whose first language is not English.

November 13, 2015 at 8:38 pm

Pingback: » 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them – without bullshit Make This Year Count

Bob Phelps

MS Word has a setting that always alerts you to the passive voice. Very handy.

November 13, 2015 at 10:36 pm

Phil H.

MS Word also has a setting that erroneously suggests “you’re” in place of “your”.
Remember that this is the same corporation that gave us Clippy.

November 23, 2015 at 11:17 am

Pingback: Creative Co"ee Break: Saying Yes, Writing Psychology & a Rousing Pep Talk - Hannah
BraimeHannah Braime

November 14, 2015 at 6:10 pm
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Rick
Great tips! Thank you!

Pingback: Eigenlijk - Bram's Blog

Pingback: Writing advice from the blogosphere and before - Kathy Gates

Wincy

Thanks for the great post, Josh! I particularly appreciate the wall chart, which I share
with my students.

Can you add the “For the context behind this table, see wobs.co/……” line in the wall
chart, like you have done for the Write Shorter wall chart? I know some students will
want to read the full blog.

November 16, 2015 at 10:08 am

Pingback: Recommended Articles on Writing, The Internet as the New Campfire, and just What is Gothic
Literature? | Flynn Gray

Mish B.

Awesome. Rock On!

November 17, 2015 at 9:28 am

Roger
Ellman

Excellent. And you follow your own rules!

I co-authored a valuable manual for the travel industry which demonstrates how to

November 19, 2015 at 12:03 pm
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write clear, simple and normal language when writing to customers. I think it adheres
to your guidelines, but I will check and update if it is needed! Thanks.

If you would like to see this it is here: http://www.amazon.com/E"ective-Customer-
Replies-Manual-ebook/dp/B00923FA24/

Best,
Roger

DonErnesto

Great Post.

Another good reference is “Elements of Style” by Strunk and White.

November 23, 2015 at 12:29 pm

Elbis

Amazing tips. Have added your website to my rss feeds list.

By the way, you need to fix the following link on this page:

“10 tips on how to write shorter” It points to
http://10%20tips%20on%20how%20to%20write%20shorter/

November 26, 2015 at 1:41 am

Pingback: The Low Down on Grad School | The Best Years

Pingback: Josh Berno" | A Person You Should Know

Pingback: 10 top writing tips and the psychology behind them – without bullshit | Toni Kennedy : A Writing
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Life

roma writer

Thanks for the article! The best writing tip from Hemingway: “Write drunk edit sober” )

January 14, 2016 at 6:45 am

Pingback: Random #WriteTips Mashup | M.S. Fowle

ec

Responding to posts Impresses me. I like people who stand by their work.

February 2, 2016 at 10:16 pm

Language
Observer

If writing a technical paper (research paper, thesis or dissertation), using the first and
second person will dilute the sense of objectivity, therefore, it shouldn’t be used.
Since the objective of a technical paper is is to find the truth behind the facts amidst
all the misconceptions, falsehoods, lies and illusions, using “you” and “I/me” will lead
someone to the subjective realm, when the paper was meant to go to the objective
realm. We look for absolute, objective and verifiable truths in these cases or look for
some things that can be true for a particular case and time/era.

February 3, 2016 at 10:22 am

Josh Berno"

Use “we” then, to reflect what the research team did. Using passive voice to avoid
identifying whose opinions and work we are reading about doesn’t eliminate bias,
it just conceals it.

February 3, 2016 at 10:56 am
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Language
Observer

Still, using “we/us” shows a bias. It can also be patronizing, especially if the
reader will disagree with the findings.

February 7, 2016 at 12:06 am

Pingback: Global Voices Community Blog » Weekly Writing Tips: The Art of Writing And Psychology

Victoria
Bough

Thank you for being my best writing coach.

February 19, 2016 at 11:11 am

Pingback: #Writing Tips and the WHY behind them « Unleaded – Fuel for Writers

Pingback: Academic Writing | sarahmodules

Pingback: Academic Writing – sarahmodules

Pingback: Tutors and You | colliloquie

Pingback: Seo Article Writing Tips | emergingloan.com
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Pingback: 10 top writing tips as well as the psychology behind them - Bharat Reads

Pingback: Ten Writing Tips and the Psychology Behind Them – DISPLAYBLOG

Pingback: 10 saveta kako da pišete bolje i psihologija koja stoji iza toga - Bizlife.rs

Pingback: How SEO and Content Work Hand-in-Hand Spin Sucks

Ted

Great stu". One suggestion: in #7, your suggested replacement leaves out important
information from the original. Perhaps better is: Security sta" won’t let you in the park
if your bag is larger than 16″x16″x8″.

April 17, 2016 at 11:22 am

Sine Thieme

Great list. I will have to heed the part about being concise. My own 12 secrets of
writing a good blog post is at least 10 times as long as your list:)

https://evamelusinethieme.com/2014/05/15/12-secrets-of-writing-a-good-blog-post/

April 19, 2016 at 11:57 am

Gayatri
Mantra

Very original tips. I’ve been involved in writing and publishing for 25 years and have
never seen a couple of these. Think I’ll share. Thanks!

April 23, 2016 at 7:16 am
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Pingback: Advice for readers reading writers’ writing advice — Chocolate and Vodka

Giri

Love it! shared it with my team.
Little nitpicking comment: I loved the ability to print out the cheat sheet a#er reading
and hang it by my computer; the last cell (how to fix point 10) repeats the one above it,
can it be fixed?

May 3, 2016 at 6:37 pm

Josh
Berno"

Thanks for spotting the error. My graphic designer miscopied that cell when he
created the newly designed version for me. I’ve now replaced it with the correct
graphic.

May 4, 2016 at 7:36 am

Pingback: 寫作英文學術論文時的十大常見問題 ‹ IR-Basilica

Ned
Henderson

Excellent advice. Thank you.

May 4, 2016 at 6:58 am

Danielle

Your suggestion to eliminate jargon by “Imagining you’re talking to your mom…” and
“Explaining what you mean in plain English” is unbelievably insulting. You are
implying that moms only understand plain English. I’m inclined to disregard any of
your other BS tips.

May 5, 2016 at 7:50 pm
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